How Companies are
Fast-Forwarding Digital
Transformation Despite
Global Business Disruption
For many companies, the global business disruption
of 2020 put a pause on progress. However, some
successfully used this period of change to fast-forward
their digital transformation and gain a competitive edge.
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In 2020, digital
transformation
skipped forward
seven years...

1.4x

increase in
digital traffic and
storage demands1

88%
of organizations
required or encouraged
employees to work
from home2

76%
of CIOs reported an
increase in demand for
digital products3

4x

Up to
surge in cyberattacks
reported to the FBI
and services4

Some companies
are moving further
ahead than others...

5x faster revenue
growth for companies
that scaled tech adoption
and innovation5

4x faster revenue
growth for ‘leapfrogger’
companies that sped up
digital transformation5

While many
enterprises are still
stuck on pause.
Existing
investments in
legacy systems

Inconsistent
platform
adoption across
lines of business

Business-critical
apps locked
on-premises

Downtime and
rearchitecting
required to move
to the cloud

Complex and
unmanageable
vendor
relationships

Extensive
compliance and
regulatory
requirements

VMware and Microsoft's partnership
allows you to unpause progress and
fast-forward your innovation

$

Combining the best of
two enterprise leaders
so you can migrate
with confidence

Tapping into
enterprise-grade
innovation to support
your transformation

Reducing vendor
complexities and costs
with a comprehensive
portfolio

85 million workloads
use VMware’s
virtualization platform6

600+ Azure native
services available8

25% lower cloud
spend per month,
on average9

95% of Fortune 500
companies use
Microsoft’s scalable
public cloud7

Market-leading VDI
and Kubernetes
modern app services

Powerful solution
suite that integrates
with existing
investments

Discover how you can unlock a secure
foundation for digital transformation today
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